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     PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES 
              Meeting of January 25, 2018 

 
Logan City Council Chambers (290 North 100 West Logan, UT 84321) www.loganutah.org 

 

Minutes of the meeting for the Logan City Planning Commission convened in regular session on 
Thursday, January 25, 2018.  Chairman Price called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m. 
 

Commissioners Present: David Butterfield, Regina Dickinson, Sandi Goodlander, Dave Newman, 
Tony Nielson, Eduardo Ortiz, Russ Price  
 
Staff Present: Mike DeSimone, Russ Holley, Amber Pollan, Kymber Housley  
 
PUBLIC HEARING 
 
PC 18-003 Town Center Rezone [Zone Change] Logan City requests to rezone multiple parcels 
on approximately 173 acres from Town Center (TC), Neighborhood Residential (NR-6) and Public 
(PUB) to Town Center 1 (TC-1), Town Center 2 (TC-2), Public (PUB) and Recreation (REC). 
 
STAFF:  The Logan City Community Development Department is requesting to create two new 
zoning districts (TC-1 & TC-2) and rezone approximately 173 acres of property located in and 
around Downtown from TC, NR-6, PUB & REC to TC-1, TC-2, PUB & REC. The fundamental 
reason for this proposal is the creation of two new zoning districts (TC-1 & TC-2), that create a two-
tier downtown. TC-1 is designed to allow higher intensity urban development areas positioned 
along Main Street and the 400 North corridor. TC-2 is designed to be a lower intensity zone for 
areas positioned around the edges of downtown. Both TC-1 and TC-2 would be considered 
commercial zoning districts, with the main difference being that TC-2 requires lower building 
heights, larger setbacks and would allow stand-alone multi-family residential projects.  
 
Most of the properties under consideration currently contain some form of development, with most 
being commercial uses and structures. Many of the properties are considered historic, with 
buildings dating back to the early 1900’s. This proposal also includes several civic, public and 
recreational properties located in various areas throughout downtown. In one area along 100 East, 
the proposal includes an up-zone of NR-6 properties to TC-2.  
 
As proposed, the concept of TC-1 and TC-2 should preserve prime commercial properties for 
commercial uses and tax base along Main Street and 400 North. The TC-2 zone should spark 
additional housing in areas around downtown that will create vibrancy, better walkability, and 
contribute to the downtown business development. With high demand for housing, Cache Valley is 
seeing unprecedented amounts of agricultural land, green space, bench land, and lowland wildlife 
habitat being consumed for suburban residential development. This type of development pattern 
increases reliance on the automobile, worsens traffic congestion, and degrades air quality and 
natural environments. This pattern does not offer or supply a wide-ranging housing stock that 
meets the selection of household types for various stages of life. 
 

PUBLIC: Numerous emails and letters were received and distributed prior to the meeting.   
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Dr. Gail B. Yost said her understanding of the purpose of the Planning Commission is to protect 
residents from potentially detrimental development. Chairman Price agreed that, from his point of 
view, this is part of the Commission’s responsibility.  Mr. Housley, the City Attorney, advised that 
the purpose of the Planning Commission is to make sound planning decisions for the City. 
Hopefully good decisions will protect residents, however, there is not a specific mandate for 
protection of surrounding neighbors. Ms. Yost pointed out that residents should grow and prosper 
along with the City.  Her neighborhood has been feeling “threatened” and “attacked” for many 
years.  Residents have fought previous development, but are beginning to become weary and 
angry that their concerns are not being heard.  The governing bodies in the City represent, and are 
accountable to, the residents and “the citizens want to be heard”.  The City has made planning 
errors in the past, such as the removal of the homes along 200 East; 1000 West becoming a 
bypass for commercial traffic, and Canyon Road being overdeveloped which has caused 
mudslides.  Development should be carefully considered.  Her home is 140 years old, built by the 
original settlers, and she does not want it to be threatened by overdevelopment. She is putting the 
City “on notice”; the problems of the area are well known and neighborhood needs to be kept safe.  
Residents will be “holding the City accountable for protection and safety”.   
 
Paul Borup advised that more housing in Logan is a good idea, however this proposal seems to be 
“going from 0-100 miles an hour”.  The logic of shared spaces is a concern and there is some 
fallacy between this plan and the goal for a more walkable downtown. The historic character of 
existing homes should not be compromised.  He would like to see less density allowed in this area.  
 
Roger Johnson advised that there has always been a problem with parking downtown, additional 
development will aggravate the problem. The LDS Church added parking to the back portion of 
Tabernacle Square and it would be wrong to rezone it at this point. 
 
April Mortensen noted that most of the existing homes have a 25’ setback, if this is changed to 15’ 
she questioned whether tiny homes or gift shops could be built in that difference.  She agreed with 
concerns regarding infrastructure.  60 units per acre is too much density.  TC-2 seems to be 
targeting churches in the area. Historic landmarks should be preserved. Elected officials are held 
accountable to their constituents. Residents in this area are beleaguered but determined to 
preserve the neighborhood. 
 
Chris Sands, a licensed landscape architect/planner, owns a home in the Historic District and 
serves on the Cache County Planning Commission. He strongly supports more opportunity for 
downtown housing.  He is personally interested in the block west of Main Street between Center 
and 100 North which has many historic buildings built on the property lines.  If this area is changed 
to TC-2, property owners who want to redevelop would be required to comply with a 10’ setback 
that currently does not exist. The idea of future one-way couplets lends itself to blocks west of Main 
Street being more suited to a TC-1 zone. 
 
Christian Wilson is a resident of Logan, owns commercial property, and serves on the Logan City 
Historic Preservation Committee. He is concerned about the 10’ setback because many properties 
have buildings with a 0’ setback.  He is in favor of downtown housing and believes the City is 
taking good steps toward making positive progress.  
 
Mary Ellen Robertson has a 99-year-old family-owned home on 100 East. Much of the area 
included in this proposal is already zoned Town Center and she is not convinced rezoning is 
necessary.  She is concerned that TC-2 can have commercial development.  She advocated that 
TC-2 areas that face single-family homes be required to have lower-density for a better transition.  
There should be specific design requirements in TC-2 that are similar to the Historic District Design 
Standards.  New construction should be in harmony with the character of the area.  She would like 
to have more time for residents to “get up to speed” and gain a better understanding of the 
proposed changes, parameters and guidelines.   
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Chairman Price pointed out that this proposal would not change the Historic District Overlay. 
 
Trent Cragun supports this proposal and appreciates the efforts of the Planning Commission. Utah 
is one of the fastest growing places in the nation. There is potential to create an environment 
where younger generations want to stay in Logan. The height restriction could limit good 
development and put an excessive burden on RDA funds.  
 
Jack Nixon owns property in this area. He is supportive of the idea, although he has not had time 
to digest all the details.  He owns 8-10 parcels between 300-400 North and 100-200 East and is 
concerned that this rezone would create three different zones within his properties, which makes it 
difficult to be able to plan what to do regarding possible future development. 
 
Marty Moore advised that if multi-family, high-density housing is one of the goals of this proposal, 
the height restriction will have to be increased.   
 
Janice Bird does not agree with the General Plan, as set forth, because it is obsolete. It was 
devised to protect residents from the capricious aims of developers. Rezoning and removal of 
safeguards and requirement standards opens the door for substandard development. As citizens, 
voters and taxpayers “we feel like we deserve better consideration and further study”.  Green 
space is an important element and Garff Gardens is a complement to the area. High-density 
development will create parking and traffic problems, especially along 100 West by Logan High 
School and the Recreation Center.  Bike trails along 100 East have not helped solve the problem.  
Logan’s “sense of place” is not for sale and a developer’s monetary gain should not be a primary 
consideration.  She would like to have more time for community input and further discussion.   
 
Erica Blomdahl owns a home on 100 South and is especially concerned about the change from 
Recreation to TC-2.  She understands the need for additional housing, however, believes the City 
needs to be careful how and where it will happen.  Additional density will not improve traffic on 100 
East, which is already very busy.  The parking ratio is not adequate as generally people have more 
than one vehicle.  
 
Gary Saxton, representing the Logan Downtown Alliance (LDA), questioned the ground floor height 
of 15’ and whether this would be appropriate for a parking structure.  This proposal supports the 
Downtown Specific Plan, which was adopted by the Municipal Council in 2012.  The purpose of the 
Alliance is to help further objectives, preserve a sense of space, and create opportunities.  The 
LDA and its stakeholders are in favor of this proposal. 
 
Whitney Milligan, lives on 100 East, agreed with the comments made by Ms. Robertson. She 
suggested a TC-1.5 zone for development that would interface with residential areas.  She agrees 
with the idea of revitalization, however, asked the Commission for consideration of the historic 
homes in the area. Having commercial or business along 100 East is a concern due to traffic. She 
worked for USU housing for 30 years and advised that although the idea of future generations not 
using vehicles as much is shifting, it will not happen for many years.  Freshmen who are required 
to live on campus still have vehicles. The reality is that parking is a necessity.  She has seen the 
commercial element in student housing near campus not flourish (i.e. Bulls Head does well on 
game days, but struggles the rest of the time).   
 
Tom Jensen used to have a business downtown and loves the community. He respects the public 
input and comments that have been shared.  He pointed out that in addition to residents, the 
business community needs to be considered.  There are a lot of vacancies downtown and the 
entire community will suffer if downtown is not vitalized.  Residents keep retail alive, therefore, 
rooftops are necessary.  A healthy downtown is critical for the entire community. Transition is a 
very important element, not everything can be located along Main Street.  Mixed housing can be 
successful and compatible; he pointed out the Falls at Riverwoods as a good illustration. 
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Blake Parker has worked downtown for 38 years.  He agrees that residents will help revitalize 
retail.  He likes the proposed changes, however, questioned limiting height and would rather see 
design review control transition concerns.  Setbacks in the TC-2 zone will reduce what can be 
done because many of the lots are small.  Based on the proposed Land Use Table, gas stations 
and car lots would not be allowed.  Wilson Motor is a good example of a successful business and 
that type of use could be appropriate in some locations, such as 300 North Main. 
 
Peter DeHore, a resident of the Island area, commended the idea and thinks there are good steps 
being taken.  Working in development and real estate he has seen how developers can become 
demonized for multi-housing projects (cited an example from a North Logan townhouse project).  
He encouraged removing emotion and planning for the future.  
 
Brian Seamons pointed out that absentee landlords are a critical point to consider.  He does not 
believe a massive apartment complex with limited parking will help. Developers do not live in the 
projects they construct. There are many residents who live blocks away from Main Street and do 
not patronize downtown. Logan provides a good quality of life and Utah is the fastest growing state 
in the nation; the City should protect its character rather than change.  
 
David Soderberg recently moved to Logan from California.  Open green space is an important 
component in making development viable; too much density will not work. To assume that people 
who live downtown will not have a vehicle is false. He encouraged protecting the edges of the City. 
 
COMMISSION: Commissioner Nielson asked about the density bonus. Mr. Holley explained that, 
as proposed, the base density would be 50 units per acre with a cap occupancy of three (3) 
unrelated people per dwelling (different from Campus Residential which allows up to six (6) per 
unit).  The bonus could allow an additional 10 units per acre if structured parking is provided or 
commercial street-facing space is located on the ground floor.   
 
Mr. Holley confirmed for Commissioner Newman that structured parking is multi-layered parking.  
Chairman Price said this would allow TC-2 to reach 60 units per acre and questioned whether this 
would be possible with the height restriction.  Mr. Holley said it could be a challenge because 4-
stories would be the maximum height.  As a point of reference, he noted that the Campus 
Residential (CR) zone permits 40 units per acre with a height maximum of 55’ (5-stories).  
  
Commissioner Newman asked about the parking ratio of two stalls per unit.  Mr. Holley advised 
that this is the currently adopted minimum parking standard.  
 
Commissioner Butterfield questioned whether 15’ was too high for a ground floor minimum height 
requirement. Mr. Holley explained that the objective is to create taller ground floors which would 
accommodate commercial space.  The Wells Fargo building has a 20’ ground floor height.    
 
Chairman Price mentioned the 12’ ground floor building height requirement in the TC-2 zone.   
Mr. DeSimone explained that this area would be located along side streets and, therefore, would 
have a different requirement.  Chairman Price is concerned that this is not enough for an optimal 
commercial space. 
 
Mr. Holley clarified for Commissioner Ortiz that open space is not required in TC-1 because of the 
desire for a more compact, dense urban design.  Open space in the TC-2 zone would be beneficial 
for residents and help serve as a buffer to adjacent neighborhoods.  
 
Commissioner Goodlander questioned splitting the zone in some of the blocks. Higher-density 
development will add to the parking issues.  Mr. Holley explained that commercial parking is 
allowed in both TC-1 and TC-2 with encouragement for shared/alternative options.  Mr. DeSimone 
explained that TC-2 will help transition to residential areas and can be adjusted along some of the 
streets if the Commission desires.  
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Chairman Price asked whether residential or commercial generated more parking. Mr. Holley 
explained that each project is unique, however, generally residential areas require more parking 
than commercial development. 
 
Commissioner Butterfield does not want to see downtown become irrelevant. The decision to “do 
nothing” is still a decision - and is a poor one.  He supports the effort to try and do something to 
help with revitalization.  There are many good examples of live/work designs.  Ogden City has 
been successful with adding shops, restaurants, businesses and higher-density housing 
downtown. There are ways to maintain the historic character and protect both residents and 
businesses. He recommended continuing the discussion so that the public input can be reviewed.  
 
Commissioner Ortiz agreed that there is a lot of information that has been shared and he would 
like time to digest all the information.  He asked if there were any comments from the Historic 
Preservation Committee.  Kirk Huffaker, the Executive Director of Utah Preservation, submitted a 
letter, however, it was received too late to distribute with the packet of information and will be 
provided to the Commission.  Commissioner Ortiz encouraged a review of section 2.5 “Guiding 
Principles” in the General Plan. 
 
Dave Newman agreed with the idea of continuing discussion to consider all the comments.  He 
would like to see a potential 50-unit development modeled out to visualize how realistic that density 
would be.  Development can be a good thing which prompts improvement. The viability of a 
commercial element would depend on many factors, which are outside the Commission’s purview.  
Public input is a critical component of land development and working to create a successful 
transition buffer is one of the results from listening to resident’s concerns.  
 
Commissioner Nielson pointed out that the City is working hard to incorporate public concerns into 
decisions.  Height transition and the density bonus are important elements to contemplate.  He 
encouraged additional suggestions.  He likes the idea of shared parking.  There are a lot of parking 
areas, although maybe not in the right locations.  Infrastructure changes/improvements will need to 
be determined by the City.  He noted that he was originally against the changes on 1000 West, 
however, now he appreciates the improvements.     
 
Chairman Price pointed out that walkability is not only related to the way a street is developed but 
is also impacted by the Plat of Zion grid system and the fact that blocks are too long (600’).  The 
idea that changing a zone will change the outcome is not a reality; there are a number of things to 
be taken into consideration.  The City needs to continue to work on ways to improve interface, 
especially where residential zones adjoin Town Center areas.  Height transitions help, but they do 
not provide all the solutions.  If higher-density is created, there needs to be ways to mitigate the 
concerns.  Residents who see the potential impact of these changes are present, however, there 
are many factors to take into consideration. He suggested a broader scale discussion on how to 
effectively face growth and development. A working group has been established to review the 
General Plan.  
 
Commissioner Goodlander said there are a lot of questions to consider and wondered if this 
proposal was too much of a broad stroke and whether a block-by-block review should be done. 
 
MOTION: Commissioner Butterfield moved to continue discussion of PC 18-003 to the February 
8, 2018 meeting, limiting public input to no more than 30 minutes, and more specifically addressing 
the concerns highlighted during this meeting. Commissioner Goodlander seconded the motion. 
 

Moved: Commissioner Butterfield   Seconded: Commissioner Goodlander   Approved: 7-0 
Yea:  Butterfield, Dickinson, Goodlander, Newman, Nielson, Ortiz, Price   Nay:      Abstain:   
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PC 18-004 Land Development Code – 2018 Update [Code Amendment] Logan City requests to 
amend and update the Logan Land Development Code as follows: delete Chapters 17.07-17.11; 
re-number and update 17.12-17.61; consolidate 17.12 & 17.15; consolidate 17.16 & 17.19; divide 
Town Center Zone into TC-1 & TC-2 and add TC-1/TC-2 language into 17.10-17.12; amend 17.09 
& 17.12 to add building orientation, massing, length and articulation standards; update 17.36 Home 
Occupations; amendment includes minor grammatical corrections throughout the entire document. 
 
STAFF:  This proposal is to update and re-adopt the entire Land Development Code (LDC) as 
amended.  The amendments can be divided into “general” changes and “specific” changes. The 
general changes found throughout the document include formatting or grammatical corrections, 
chapter consolidation, document renumbering, and overall document content streamlining and are 
relatively minor. The more specific amendments, which are covered in greater detail below, include 
eliminating vague or general policy language from the regulatory document, eliminating multiple 
references to specific development standards or regulations, clarifying building design standards 
regarding orientation, massing, articulation and building length, and dividing Town Center into two 
separate and distinct zones. The Town Center component will also be discussed during the rezone 
application. 
 
Preface: Changed dates, eliminated Amendment/Rezone Tables and updated Table of Contents. 
 

Chapters 17.01 – 17.11, 17.13, 17.20 - 17.35, 17.37, 17.39 – 17.42, 17.44 – 17.59, 17.61 – 17.62. 
Minor grammatical corrections, updated references and eliminated reserve chapters. 
 

Chapters 17.12 & 17.15. Consolidate these two chapters by eliminating the general descriptions 
for each specific residential zone, adding a purpose statement to each spec sheet, and eliminating 
redundant regulations from the spec sheets already listed elsewhere in the LDC, e.g., fencing, 
parking, etc. The general language for each of the different zones in Chapter 17.12 is non-
regulatory language and is generally very subjective, difficult to apply and enforce, and has created 
confusion when applying the regulatory provisions of the code.   
 

Chapter 17.14. Add building length standards targeted to each of the different multi-family zones 
to replace the generic spec sheet maximum building length language of 120’. 
 

Chapter 17.15. Eliminate this chapter and move refined spec sheets into Chapter 17.12 (old) or 
Chapter 17.07 (new).  
 

Chapters 17.16 & 17.19. Consolidate these two chapters by eliminating the general descriptions 
for each specific commercial/industrial zone, adding a purpose statement to each spec sheet, 
eliminating redundant regulations from the spec sheets already listed elsewhere in the LDC, and 
replacing the existing Town Center (TC) zone with both a Town Center 1 (TC-1) and a Town 
Center 2 (TC-2) zones.   
 
After the Garden Park project, the City created a working group to evaluate the efficacy of the 
Town Center zone as it relates to the Downtown Specific Plan, the General Plan, and the 
surrounding neighborhoods. This group consisted of City Council members, Planning Commission 
members, and various staff members. The group met and held a public workshop to discuss 
concerns about the Town Center zone.  
 
Based on the discussions and the input received, the proposal is to replace the Town Center zone 
with two TC zones – TC-1 and TC-2. The TC-1 zone is centered around Main Street and 400 North 
and is similar to the original TC zone from a use, density and intensity standpoint. The TC-2 zone 
is centered on properties away from Main Street and is less intense than the original TC zone. This 
approach provides a transition from the taller, denser urban development on Main Street, tiered 
outward to a primarily residential development pattern with lower building heights, larger setbacks, 
less density while still keeping true to the basic principles of both the Downtown Specific Plan and 
the Logan General Plan by encouraging dense residential and commercial development in the 
downtown area in order to stimulate new activity and vibrancy in the downtown.  
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The proposal eliminates confusion centering around whether commercial is required for all 
residential development by clearly stating that freestanding residential buildings are not permitted 
in the TC-1 zone, but are permitted in the TC-2 zone. Residential projects in the TC-2 will be 
required to meet residential design and site standards so buildings retain a residential character 
while also meeting height transition standards and enhanced setbacks from adjoining residential 
areas. A density bonus in the TC-2 zone is proposed to encourage additional ground floor 
commercial development and the provision for structured parking to residential projects in outer 
portions of downtown and modify the existing parking requirement from two stalls per unit to a 
number of required stalls tied to the number of bedrooms.  
 

Comparison of TC-1 and TC-2 
 

 TC – 1 TC - 2 

Density 70 Units/acre 50 Units/acre 

Density Bonus 0 10 units/acre 

Ground Floor Commercial 
Required 

Not Required – if provided leads 
to density bonus 

Free Standing Residential Not Allowed Allowed 

Building Height 68’ within 300’ of Main St/4th No.  
45’ elsewhere 

45’ 

Design Standards 
Commercial Standards 

Residential Projects – Res Dev 
Standards 
Commercial – Comm. Standards 

Residential Parking  Up to 1 bdrm – 1 dedicated stall 
2 plus bdrms – 2 stalls required 
with no more than 50% shared 

Up to 1 bdrm – 1 dedicated stall 
2 plus bdrms – 2 stalls required 
with no more than 50% shared 

Commercial Parking Commercial – based on use type 
with no more than 50% shared 

Commercial – based on use type 
with no more than 50% shared 

 
Chapter 17.17. Add TC-2 to the Use Table and define appropriate uses. Eliminate some of the 
specific uses listed in the table that can be accommodated under a general sales/service category.  
 

The changes will eliminate ambiguous and conflicting language, streamline implementation, 
provide additional flexibility in designing and reviewing commercial projects, and work to better 
execute the Logan General Plan and the Downtown Specific Plan.  
 

PUBLIC:  None 
 
COMMISSION:  Commissioner Dickinson asked for clarification of §17.07.030 “The development 
standards contained in this Chapter are intended to ensure that development is consistent with a 
neighborhood’s existing characteristics and building placement patterns.  The development 
standards may be adjusted or modified only insofar as this Title authorizes modifications to 
development standards under Chapter 1743 Design Review or Chapter 17.46 Variances.”  Mr. 
DeSimone explained that the standards cannot be waived, this relates to items that would require a 
formal variance.  
 
Commissioner Dickinson questioned the wording “consistent with a neighborhood’s existing 
characteristics and building placement patterns”; as a “characteristic” can be arbitrary.  She 
suggested removing “existing characteristics” from the sentence.  Mr. Housley clarified that this 
language identifies the intent of what is trying to be achieved. Commissioner Dickinson suggested 
either being more specific about the definition of “characteristics” or removing it.  Chairman Price 
agreed. Mr. DeSimone explained that 17.43 and 17.46 are sections that deal with deviations.  The 
design review and variance process is where the Commission has latitude to adjust some of the 
standards.  Mr. Housley advised that items such as setbacks and building height are intended to 
help achieve development consistent with neighborhood character. “Existing characteristics” is an 
important concept which can be met with specific design standards that are consistent within the 
neighborhood. Ms. Pollan noted that there are specific standards within specific zones.  
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Chairman Price said he would like to see some ways to deal with the qualitative aspects.  Mr. 
DeSimone said those standards include design standards criteria such as street frontage, facade 
variation and mixture of materials.    
 
Commissioner Ortiz said “neighborhood” can be broad and asked if areas could be zoned with 
more specificity. Mr. DeSimone said when the Code was originally adopted there were specific 
zones such as “west side”, “east side”, “center street”, “inner core”, and “outer core” with the idea to 
creating zoning based on area characteristics.  The basic regulations were the same so that 
nomenclature was removed to create more simplicity.   
 
Commissioner Ortiz asked why some land use categories in Table 17.11030: Allowed Uses in 
District & Corridor Zones were removed. Mr. DeSimone said it was to streamline the table and 
combine similar uses into the general use category.   
 
MOTION: Commissioner Nielson moved to continue discussion and review of PC 18-004 to the 
February 8, 2018 meeting. Commissioner Ortiz seconded the motion. 
 
Moved: Commissioner Nielson   Seconded: Commissioner Ortiz   Approved: 7-0 
Yea:  Butterfield, Dickinson, Goodlander, Newman, Nielson, Ortiz, Price   Nay:      Abstain:   
 
 WORKSHOP ITEMS for February 8, 2018   

� PC 18-005 Safe & Sound Storage Rezone 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:52 p.m.  
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Minutes approved as written and digitally recorded for the Logan City Planning Commission 
meeting of January 25, 2018. 
 
 
 
___________________________________  ___________________________________ 
Michael A. DeSimone     Russ Price 
Community Development Director   Planning Commission Chairman   
 
 
 
___________________________________  ___________________________________ 
Russ Holley      Amber Pollan 
Senior Planner      Senior Planner  
 
 
 
___________________________________    
Debbie Zilles 
Administrative Assistant         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


